
ART,=L 25

Method, of Despatehing Air Mail Correspondence

I.--The provisions of Articles 15, § 2 (a) and 156 of the Detailed Regu-
ins of the Convention apply by analogy to Air Mail correspondence ineluded.
rdinary mails. The labels of the bundies must bear the annotation "Par

In the case of the inclusion of registered air mail correspondence in the
ciary mails, the note "Par avion" (By Air Mail) must be made in the space
,ribed in § 2 of Article 156 for the note "Exprès" (Express).
If insured air mail correspondence is included in the ordinary mails, the
"Par avion " (By Air Mail) is made in the " Observations" column of the

atch lista against the respective entries.
2 -Transit Air Mail correspondence forwarded à découvert in an air mail
1 an ordinary mail, and which is to be, re-forwarded by air by the country
ýstination of the mail, is made up into a special bundie and labelled "Par

3,-The country of transit mnay request the formation of special bundles
rcling to the country of destination. In this, case each bundie is provided
a label bearing the note "Par avion pour. ......

AnTicLE 26

)tes to b. Made on-the'Louter Bille and Despateh Liste and Labels
of Air Mails

ý.-The letter bills and the despatch lists which accompany Air Mai18 must
an Air Mail label "Par avion" at the head. The samne label is affixed to

abels and addresses of these mails.

ARTICLE 27

'iuption i the Flight of an Air Mail Aeroplane Owing to an Accident

[.-I.-f, in consequence of an accident en route, an aeroplane is unable to
nlue its journey and caîl at the prescribed stopping places, the staff on
1 mQust deliver the mnails to the Post Office nearest to the place of the
ent or to the office most suitable for re-forwarding the mails. This office,
theeking the state of the mails and, if necessary, repaîring damaged

sPondence, forwards the mails by the most rapid routes to the offices of
lation.

ý--The particulars of the incident and the measures taken are notified
'rifîcation Note to the offices of destination of the mails conoerned; a copy
' Verification Note is sent to the office of origin of the mails.
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